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INDUCED ELECTRON CAPTURE IN FIELD-ASSISTEDENERGETIC ATOMIC COLLISIONSA. B. VoitkivPhysis Department, University of Freiburg79104 Freiburg, GermanyN. GrünInstitute for Theoretial Physis, University of Giessen35392 Giessen, GermanySubmitted 4 Deember 2000We present model onsideration for the proess of the eletron apture in energeti nonrelativsti ollisions oflight atomi partiles in the presene of a relatively weak low-frequeny external eletromagneti �eld. The�eld is treated as an elliptially polarized quantum single-mode �eld. Establishing the validity of the dipoleapproximation to the eletron transfer where the total momentum of all the emitted or absorbed photons anbe well above the typial inneratomi momenta of the eletron in its initial and �nal states and negleting theDoppler and aberration e�ets, we give a fully nonrelativisti treatment for the �eld-assisted ollisions and showthat the apture ross setion is invariant under Galilean transformations. The model onsideration suggeststhat the �eld an substantially in�uene the apture dynamis and onsiderably hange the apture ross setionompared to the �eld-free ollisions. This is espeially the ase if the �resonane� onditions n! � �v2=2 aresatis�ed, with n! being the energy transferred to or absorbed from the eletromagneti �eld and v the ollisionveloity.PACS: 34.70.+e, 34.50.Rk, 34.10.+x1. INTRODUCTIONEletron transfer in nonrelativisti atomi ollisionsis one of the fundamental problems in atomi physisthat has been studied in great detail (see, e.g., [1�3℄ andreferenes therein). The inlusion of an eletromagneti�eld into atomi ollisions introdues new degrees offreedom and an substantially in�uene the ollisionproess under ertain onditions. A good example ofthis in�uene is represented by the radiative eletronapture proess, where the interation with the radi-ation �eld (with the QED photon vauum �eld) dra-matially hanges the apture proess at high ollisionveloities (see, e.g., [4; 5℄, and referenes therein). Thepresent paper is an attempt of a preliminary analy-sis of the possibility to in�uene the eletron transferproess in fast nonrelativisti ollisions by an exter-nal monohromati eletromagneti �eld. We onsidernearly symmetrial ollisions of light atomi partiles,Z2 � Z1 � 1, one of whih (Z1) initially arries aneletron in the ground state and the seond is a bare

nuleus. We assume that the ollision veloity v is suf-�iently high, v � Z1;2, but not relativisti, v � ,where  = 137 a.u. is the speed of light. The ele-tromagneti �eld is treated as a quantized single-mode�eld that initially ontains a de�nite number of pho-tons. This �eld is assumed to be elliptially polarizedin general and to have a frequeny that is small om-pared to the minimal exitation energy of the eletronbound in the ground state of the partiles Z1 or Z2.The eletri �eld strength F0 is regarded to be smallompared to a typial inner atomi �eld in the groundstate, Fat � Z1;2a20 = Z31;2 a.u.; F0 � Fat:We also assume that there are no multiphoton reso-nanes between the ground and exited states in thepartiles 1 and 2. Using suh a low-frequeny ele-tromagneti �eld, we pursue two objets. First, arelatively weak low-frequeny �eld allows us to avoidsubstantial depleting of the eletron ground states in867



A. B. Voitkiv, N. Grün ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001ollision-free atomi systems. Seond, as we see below,the oupling of the eletron to a �eld in the hargeexhange proess is e�etively stronger for lower fre-quenies.Atomi units are used throughout the paper unlessotherwise stated.2. GENERAL CONSIDERATION2.1. Preliminary remarksBeause the ollision veloity v is supposed to besu�iently high, we an use the impat parameter ap-proximation. We assume that the eletron is initially inthe ground state of partile 1 moving along a straight-line trajetory R(t) = b+ vtin an inertial referene frame K. Partile 1 ollideswith partile 2 that rests at the origin in K. As theresult of the ollision in the presene of an eletromag-neti �eld, the eletron undergoes a transition into theground state of partile 2 simultaneously with the in-dued emission or absorption ofm = 0; 1; 2; : : : photonswith the frequeny !.To desribe the system onsisting of an eletron sub-jeted to the Coulomb interation with two ollidingCoulomb enters and the eletromagneti �eld, we takethe Shrödinger equationi ��t j	i = (Hol +Hint +Hph) j	i; (1)where j	i is the state vetor of the system,Hol = ��2 + V1(r�R(t)) + V2(r) (2)is the Hamiltonian of the eletron in the �elds of thetwo olliding enters, andHint = 1A � p̂+ A222 (3)is the interation of the eletron with the eletromag-neti �eld, with p̂ being the eletron momentum opera-tor. In the Shrödinger piture, the vetor potential Aof the quantized eletromagneti �eld is given by (see,e.g., [6; 7℄)A = � �ea exp(ik � r) + e�ay exp(�ik � r)� ; (4)where � = r 2�!V ;

V is the quantization volume, k is the photon momen-tum, and a and ay are the time-independent annihila-tion and reation operators, respetively. We assumethat these operators are spae-independent, i.e., thatvetor potential (4) orresponds to a plane wave. Thepolarization vetors e and e� are given bye = e1 os (�=2) + ie2 sin (�=2) ;e� = e1 os (�=2)� ie2 sin (�=2) ; (5)where e1 and e2 are the unit vetors that are perpen-diular to the photon momentum k and to eah other,e1;2 � k = 0; e1 � e2 = 0:The vetors e and e� satisfy the relationse � e� = 1;e � e = e� � e� = os �: (6)The angle � determines the degree of polarization, e.g.� = 0 and � = �=2 orrespond to the linear and irularpolarizations, respetively.The term Hph in Eq. (1) desribes the free eletro-magneti �eld. It an be written as (see the appendix)Hph = !(Na �N); (7)where Na = 12(aay + aya)and N is the initial number of photons in the eletro-magneti �eld.With the ansatzj	i = exp (�ik � r(Na �N)) j	1i; (8)the Shrödinger equation an be rewritten asi ��t j	1i = Holj	1i��k(Na�N)�1A0� �p̂j	1i++�k2(Na �N)22 + !(Na �N) + A2022� j	1i; (9)where A0 = � �ea+ e�ay� (10)is independent of the eletron oordinates. Equa-tion (9) an be simpli�ed by noting two points. First,the termk2(Na �N)22 = !(Na �N)!(Na �N)22represents a relativisti orretion to the term!(Na �N) and must be dropped within the auray868



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001 Indued eletron apture : : :of the nonrelativisti Shrödinger equation (see theappendix). Seond, a typial hange of the eletronmomentum in the eletron transfer proess is approxi-mately equal to v and the term k(Na �N)p̂j	1i anbe roughly estimated ask(Na�N)p̂j	1i � k�v(Na�N)j	1i � v!(Na�N)j	1i:Thus, it is seen that the main e�et of the termk(Na � N)p̂j	1i is related to the Doppler shift. Fornonrelativisti ollisions, one hask(Na �N)p̂j	1i � !(Na �N)j	1iand the term k(Na�N)p̂j	1i an also be omitted. TheShrödinger equation then beomesi ��t j	1i = Holj	1i+�1A0 � p̂+ A2022� j	1i++ !(Na �N)j	1i: (11)This equation looks like the Shrödinger equation withthe eletromagneti �eld taken in the dipole approxi-mation. A remark about the validity of the dipole ap-proximation for the �eld-assited eletron transfer maynow be in order. Although the momentum k = !=of one low-frequeny photon is muh less than a typi-al eletron momentum in the ground state of the tar-get (p1 � Z1) or of the projetile (p2 � Z2), the to-tal momentum of all the emitted or absorbed photonsan be well above p1;2 (e.g., in the �resonane� ase,see Se. 3). We have analyzed the role of the photonmomentum in the �eld-assisted eletron transfer. Theanalysis shows that in general, the orretions to theapture ross setion due to the photon momentum areof the order of ve=, where ve � v is a harateristieletron veloity in the proess. Thus, with the ele-tron assumed to be nonrelativisti in the apture pro-ess, the orretions to the apture ross setion are ofminor importane.Now, with the validity of the dipole approximationfor the eletron transfer in nonrelativisti ollisions be-ing established, we an neglet the Doppler and aberra-tion e�ets and give fully nonrelativisti treatment forthe �eld-assisted eletron transfer proess where ap-ture ross setions must be invariant under Galileantransformations [4℄.Equation (11) an be further simpli�ed. To thisend, we onsider the interation term122A20 = �222 �(a2 + ay2) os � + aay + aya�

in more detail. The quadrati terms a2 and ay2 anbe removed from the Shrödinger equation by apply-ing the so alled �squeezed light� transformation (see,e.g., [8℄) a = b h�+ by sh�;ay = by h�+ b sh�; (12)where th(2�) = � �2 os �2! + �2 : (13)The orresponding Shrödinger equation for the ele-tron interating with �b-photons� is given byi ��t j	1i = Holj	1i+ � �ebb+ e�bby� � p̂++ !effNbj	1i; (14)where Nb = 12(byb+ bby);!eff =q(! + �2=2)2 � (�4=4) os2 �:As follows from (13), the di�erene between �a-photons� and �b-photons� is determined by the fator�2!2 = 2�V !2 :Sine the quantization volume V of a laser �eld is usu-ally of a marosopi dimension, we an assume that2�V !2 ! 0exept for extremely low frequenes that are not onsid-ered in this paper. Therefore, we have � � 0 and thedi�erene beomes very small. Disregarding this dif-ferene and replaing �b-photons� by �a-photons� inEq. (14), we �nally arrive at the Shrödinger equationi ��t j	1i = Holj	1i+ � �ea+ e�ay� � p̂++ !(aya�N)j	1i: (15)In Eq. (15), we have also negleted the di�erene be-tween Na = 0:5(aay + aya) = aya+ 1=2and N 0a = aya;whih is inessential for the eletron transfer proess.869



A. B. Voitkiv, N. Grün ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 20012.2. Model one-enter eletron states dressedby the interation with an eletromagneti �eldWe regard the harge transfer proess as an eletrontransition, due to a ollision with the seond enter, be-tween the �eld-dressed eletron states entered on thetarget and the projetile. We �rst onsider the prob-lem of an eletron bound to enter 1, that moves in theframe K with a onstant veloity v and is subjetedto the eletromagneti �eld. As shown in the previ-ous subsetion, the orresponding Shrödinger equationan be written asi ��t j�i;0i = �Hat;1+A0 �p̂+!(aya�N)� j�i;0i; (16)where Hat;1 = ��2 + V1(r�R(t)) (17)is the Hamiltonian of the eletron in the Coulomb �eldof the moving enter.The state vetor j�i;0i of the system onsisting ofthe eletron bound to the moving enter and of the ele-tromagneti �eld ontaining initially N photons withthe frequeny ! an be expanded asj�i;0(t)i ==X� Xn exp (�in!t)a�;n(t) �(t)jN + ni; (18)where the unknown time-dependent oe�ients a�;nmust be determined. In (18), the summation runs overall the eletron states f �g inluding the ontinuumand over the photon states with di�erent numbers ofadditional photons (n = 0;�1;�2; : : : ). The states  �of the eletron in the �eld of binding enter 1 movingalong a straigh-line trajetoryR(t) = b+ vtare given by �(t) = '(1)� (r�R(t)) exp(�i"(1)� t)�� exp(iv � r) exp��iv22 t� ; (19)where '(1)� (r) is the atomi state (disrete or ontinu-ous) of the eletron at enter 1 with the energy "(1)� .Inserting (18) in (16), we obtain the system of dif-ferential equations for the unknown oe�ients a�;nida�;ndt = 1Xm X� a�;m exp(i(n�m)!t)�� hN + njA0jN +mih �jp̂j �i: (20)

Beauseh �jp̂j �i = exp(i!��t) (vÆ�� + h'�jp̂j'�i) ; (21)where !�� = "(1)� � "(1)� ;we obtainida�;ndt = v Xm a�;m exp(i(n�m)!t)�� hN + njA0jN +mi++ 1Xm X� 6=�a�;m exp(i((n�m)! + !��)t)�� hN + njA0jN +mih'�jp̂j'�i: (22)The �rst and the seond terms on the right-hand sideof (22) orrespond to di�erent mehanisms of the dress-ing of the eletron by the eletromagneti �eld. Thedouble sum in (22) desribes the part of the eletrondressing that is aompanied by transitions of the ele-tron into exited atomi states, inluding the atomiontinuum. In our model treatment applying this partof the dressing an be negleted, whih orresponds totaking the so-alled diagonal dressing into aount (seee.g. [9℄). Beause the eletron initially oupies thestate  0, we then haveida0;ndt = v Xm a0;m exp(i(n�m)!t)��hN+njA0jN+mi; a�;n = 0; � 6= 0: (23)Equations (23) together with the assumption that theoupling between the eletron and the eletromagneti�eld is adiabatially swithed on and o� at t ! �1and t! +1, respetively, form the basis for the modelof the system �bound eletron + eletromagneti �eld�.The matrix elements hN + njA0jN + mi are notequal to zero only for m = n�1. We assume the initialnumber of photons N to be very large, N � jnj andN � jmj, whih orresponds to regarding the eletro-magneti �eld as an inexhaustible soure and sink ofphotons. The matrix elements hN + njAjN + n � 1iand hN + njAjN + n + 1i an then be assumed tobe n-independent and the system of equations (23) re-dues toida0;ndt = �pN (e�va0;n+1 exp(�i!t)++ e� � va0;n�1 exp(i!t)) : (24)870



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001 Indued eletron apture : : :In order to solve (24), it is onvenient to rewrite thesalar produts e � v and e� � v ase � v = v0 exp(i�);e� � v = v0 exp(�i�); (25)where v0 and � are given byv0 =q(v � e1 os(�=2))2 + (v � e2 sin(�=2))2;� = artg�v � e2v � e1 tg(�=2)� : (26)Making the ansatza0;n(t) = fn exp(in(!t� �)); (27)where fn are time-independent, and inserting (27)in (24), we obtain the simple relationfn+1 + fn�1 = 2nG fn; (28)where G = �2�v0pN! : (29)The absolute value of G determines the e�etivestrength of the eletron��eld oupling. Solutions of thereurrene relation (28) are the Bessel funtions (see,e.g., [10℄). Therefore,a0;n = C�n (G) exp(in(!t� �)); (30)where �n denotes the Bessel funtions Jn, Yn, H(1)n ,H(2)n , or any linear ombination thereof and C is n-independent.Taking Eqs. (30) and (18) into aout, we rewritethe state vetor asj�i;0(t)i = C 0(t)Xn �n (G) exp(�in�)jN + ni: (31)In order to determine C and to �nd whih of the Besselfuntions orresponds to �n, we note that in the abseneof the oupling between the eletron and the eletro-magneti �eld, A0 � v = 0;the state vetor has the formj�i;0(t)i =  0(t)jNi: (32)Therefore, in order to reover Eq. (32) from Eq. (31),one must set C = 1 and �n (G) = Jn (G) in Eq. (31)with Jn being the Bessel funtion of the �rst kind.Then the initial state vetor beomesj�i;0(t)i =  0(t)Xn Jn (G) exp(�in�)jN + ni: (33)

This state desribes the moving eletron bound in theground state and dressed by the interation with theeletromagneti �eld. Beause the oupling to the �eldis swithed o� as t! +1, we havej�i;0(t! +1)i =  0(t):Within the adopted approximation, therefore, if no ol-lision event ours, the state vetor of the �eletron +eletromagneti �eld� system is �nally the same as ini-tially. Thus the dressing given by (33) does not resultin any eletron transitions within the same enter andan therefore be viewed, to some extent, as �hidden�.It is the ollision that an display the �hidden� dress-ing.The �nal state vetor j�f;mi desribes the eletron(�nally) bound in the ground state '(2)0 of partile 2and the presene of N + m photons. Within the ap-proximation similar to that used to obtain the statevetor j�(t)i;0i, we obtainj�f;mi = '(2)0 exp(�i("(2)0 +m!)t)jN +mi: (34)2.3. Transition amplitudes and ross setionsBeause the ollision veloity is supposed to be suf-�iently high, one an use perturbation theory in theCoulomb interation to onsider the harge exhange.It is known (see, e.g., [1�3℄ and referenes therein) thatthe boundary-orreted Born approximation must beemployed in order to obtain reliable results for thenonradiative harge exhange proesses in energetiCoulomb ollisions. However, in order to obtain just apreliminary insight into the �eld-assisted eletron ap-ture, we use a simpler approah that does not takethe Coulomb-orreted boundary onditions into a-ount and orresponds to the OBK approximation forthe �eld-free ollisions. It is known (see, e.g., [1℄) thatfor external �eld-free ollisions, the seond-order terms(representing the Thomas double sattering meha-nism) are of a minor pratial importane for the total1s-1s apture ross setions. For example, in thep+H(1s)! H(1s) + pollisions, the seond-order term dominates over the�rst-order one at v & 80 a.u. At these veloities, how-ever, the radiative eletron apture dominates over thenonradiative one and in addition, the relativisti ef-fets annot be ignored in general. In the region ofthe ollision veloities of interest in the present paper(v � 10 a.u.), the �rst-order term dominates in the 1s-1s ross setions. In this paper, we onsider the 1s-1s871



A. B. Voitkiv, N. Grün ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001apture and use the �rst-order approah1), whih orre-sponds to the �rst-order OBK (OBK1) approximationfor the �eld-free ollisions (see, e.g., [12; 1℄).2.3.1. Prior form of the ross setion of the�eld-assisted harge exhangeIn the �rst order of perturbation theory in the priorform for the �eld-assisted eletron apture aompa-nied by the emission or absorption of jnj photons, thetransition amplitude is given bya(n)prior = �i 1Z�1 dth�f;njV2(r)j�i;0i; (35)where V2 is the interation of the eletron with the se-ond enter and the initial and �nal state vetors aregiven by Eqs. (33) and (34), respetively.After some straighforward but lengthy algebra, werewrite the transition amplitude asa(n)prior = 2�iJn (G) Z d3q�(1)0 (q+v)�"(2)0 �0:5q2��� ��(2)0 (q)�� exp(iq � b)�� Æ�"(2)0 + n! � "(1)0 + v22 + q � v� ; (36)where �(1)0 (q) and �(2)0 (q) are the Fourier transformsof the respetive wavefuntions '(1)0 (r) and '(2)0 (r).The ross setion for the eletron transfer aompa-nied by net emission (n > 0) or net absorption (n < 0)of jnj photons is given by�(n)prior = Z d2bja(n)prior(b)j2 = J2n (G) 16�4v �� Z d3qj�(1)0 (q+ v)j2 �"(2)0 �0:5q2�2 ��j�(2)0 (q)j2Æ�"(2)0 +n!�"(1)0 +v22 +q � v� : (37)1) It is worthwhile to note the following. The dominane ofthe Thomas double sattering mehanism at asymptotially highollision veloities is diretly related to the kinematis of theeletron transfer in �eld-free ollisions. However, it is not learhow an external �eld an in�uene the kinematis. In [11℄, forexample, the radiative eletron apture was onsidered as ol-lision-stimulated transitions between one-enter eletron statesdressed by the interation with the radiation �eld, i.e., usingan approah quite similar to that applied in the present paper.In [11℄, the Coulomb interation with the other enter was takeninto aount only in the �rst order. Nevertheless, this approahwas shown to yield the orret veloity dependene for the radia-tive apture ross setion �REC � 1=v5 at asymptotially highveloities.

The harge exhange ross setion is given by�prior =Xn �(n)prior: (38)In this equation, the di�erent terms in the sum de-sribe the eletron transfer ross setions aompaniedby the indued emission (n > 0) or absorption (n < 0)of di�erent numbers of photons. The term with n = 0orresponds to the apture where the net number ofexhanged photons is zero.2.3.2. Post form of the ross setion of the�eld-assisted harge exhangeIn the post form of the �eld-assisted eletron ap-ture aompanied by the emission or absorption of jnjphotons, the transition amplitude is represented bya(n)post = � 1Z�1 dth�f;njV1(r�R(t))j�i;0i; (39)where V1 is the interation of the eletron with the �rstenter and the initial and �nal state vetors are againgiven by Eqs. (33) and (34), respetively.In the post form, the ross setions for the eletrontransfer are given by�(n)post = Z d2bja(n)post(b)j2 = J2n (G) 16�4v �� Z d3qj�(1)0 (q+ v)j2 �"(1)0 � 0:5(q+ v)2�2 �� j�(2)0 (q)j2Æ�"(2)0 + n! � "(1)0 + v22 + q � v� (40)and �post =Xn �(n)post: (41)2.3.3. Galilean invariane of the hargeexhange ross setionsOne an give a slightly more general treatment forthe �eld-assisted eletron transfer by onsidering theproess in an inertial referene frame K 0 where bothpartiles 1 and 2 move with the respetive veloities v1and v2 along the trajetoriesR1(t) = b1 + v1tand R2(t) = b2 + v2t;with v = v1 � v2872



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001 Indued eletron apture : : :being the ollision veloity. If one assumes that thesetrajetories are parallel lines, the ollision impat pa-rameter b is given simply byb = b1 � b2:In the frame K 0, the initial state vetor is desribedby Eq. (33) with the evident replaements b! b1 andv ! v1 in the eletron state, in the argument of theBessel funtions, and in the phase �(= �1). The �nalstate vetor is now represented byj�f;m(t)i =  (2)0 (t) exp(�im!t)��Xm0 Jm0 (G2) exp(im0�2)jN +m+m0i; (42)where  (2)0 (t), �2, and G2 are given by Eqs. (19), (26)and (29) with evident replaements. Beause the ele-tromagneti �eld adiabatially swithes o� as t ! 1,state vetor (42) asymptotially redues toj�f;m(t)i =  (2)0 (t) exp(�im!t)jN +mi; (43)whih desribes the eletron and the �eld with N +mphotons that are deoupled as t!1.Using Graf's addition theorem for the Bessel fun-tions (see [10, p. 363, � 9.1.79℄), one an show thatthis more general treatment yields ross setions thatdepend only on v = v1 � v2 and are exatly equal tothose given by Eqs. (37) and (38) or Eqs. (40) and (41).The derivation brie�y outlined above stresses theGalilean invariane of the ross setions.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONAnalyzing the form of dressed state (33), transitionamplitude (36), and ross setions (37) and (40), onean onlude that the e�etive strength of the ouplingbetween the eletron and the eletromagneti �eld o-urring in the proess of the eletron transfer is deter-mined by the fator jGj. The e�etive strength of thisoupling is determined not only by the �eld parame-ters themselves but also by the hange in the eletronveloity. For high ollision veloities, this oupling antherefore be strong even for relatively weak eletromag-neti �elds.In what follows, we onsider the eletromagneti�eld to be linearly polarized for de�niteness, althoughsimilar onlusions an also be drawn for a more gen-eral ase of the elliptial polarization. For a linearlypolarized �eld, the oupling fator redues tojGj = jF0 � vj!2 ;

where F0 =r2�!NV e1is the eletri omponent of the eletromagneti �eld.3.1. Weak oupling with the eletromagneti�eldIf the fator jGj is muh smaller than 1, the termwith n = 0 dominates in the total harge exhangeross setion. For n 6= 0, only the terms with n � 1in (38) (or (41)) an reah notieable values. In thisase,�(0) = J20 �F0 � v!2 ��OBK1 ��  1��F0 � v2!2 �2!2 �OBK1 � �OBK1; (44)where�OBK1 = 16�4v Z d3qj�(1)0 (q+v)j2 �"(2)0 �0:5q2�2��j�(2)0 (q)j2Æ�"(2)0 � "(1)0 + v22 + q � v� (45)is the ross setion of the nonradiative harge exhangeobtained in the OBK1 approximation.In aordane with (37), ross setions for theharge exhange aompanied by the emission and ab-sorption of one photon are given by�(�1) � �F0 � v2!2 �2 16�4v Z d3qj�(1)0 (q + v)j2 �� �"(2)0 � 0:5q2�2 j�(2)0 (q)j2 �� Æ�"(2)0 � "(1)0 � ! + v22 + q � v� : (46)Beause ! is small, the terms �! do not play an es-sential role in the integrands in Eq. (46) and an bedropped. Therefore, the proesses aompanied by theemission and the absorption of one photon give prati-ally idential ontributions to the apture ross setionand are related to the OBK1 ross setion (45) by�(�1) � �F0 � v2!2 �2 �OBK1: (47)From (44) and (47), it follows that�(�1) + �(0) + �(+1) � �OBK1; (48)873



A. B. Voitkiv, N. Grün ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001i.e., that the total eletron transfer is only very slightlyin�uened by the �eld in the ase of a weak oupling.We note that for a weak oupling, the post formof the ross setion (Eqs. (40) and (41)) yields resultsthat are idential to (45) and (47).3.2. Strong oupling with the eletromagneti�eldThe ratio between the ontributions of the hargetransfer proesses involving di�erent numbers of emit-ted or absorbed photons to the total apture ross se-tion beomes entirely di�erent in the �intermediate�(jF0 � vj=!2 & 1) and espeially, in the strong-oup-ling (jF0 � vj=!2 � 1) limits. For a strong oupling,J0(x) � 1 for x � 1, and the harge transfer proesswithout net emission or absorption of photons is there-fore strongly suppressed ompared to the weak ouplinglimit. The main ontribution to the total harge ex-hange ross setion is now due to the eletron transferaompanied by the absorption and emission of largenumbers of photons. It follows from the properties ofthe Bessel funtion Jn(x) [10; 13℄ that in order to ob-tain a notieable ontribution of the jnj-photon proess,x must be at least of the order of jnj. Therefore, onean estimate that the maximum number of photons in-volved in the �eld-assisted harge exhange proess isof the order of jF0 � vj=!2.3.2.1. �Resonane� onditions, the post-priordisrepany, and the orrespondene todi�erent physial mehanisms of the hargeexhangeThe fators j�(1)0 (q+v)j2 and j�(2)0 (q)j2 entering theintegrands in (37) and (40) imply that at high veloi-ties, eah integrand (exluding the delta-funtion) hastwo peaks entered around q = �v and q = 0. There-fore, the integrals over the momentum transfer in (37)and (40) an be relatively large only if the argumentof the delta-funtion an be equal to zero at q � �vor q � 0. This an our if there is a onsiderableprobability for many-photon proesses where the num-bers jnj of the photons involved satisfy the �resonane�onditions given byn! = v22 + "(1)0 � "(2)0 � v22 (49)for the emission and byn! = �v22 + "(1)0 � "(2)0 � �v22 (50)

for the absorption. As in the radiative eletron trans-fer, the �resonane� ondition for the harge exhangestimulated by emission looks more transparent if weview the harge exhange in the rest frame of the pro-jetile: the eletron with the initial energy "(1)0 + v2=2undergoes a transition to the bound state of the proje-tile with the energy "(2)0 , transferring the energy di�er-ene to the eletromagneti �eld by means of a photonemission. On the other hand, the �resonane� ondi-tion for the eletron transfer aompanied by absorp-tion looks more natural if we take the target frame as areferene frame: the eletron with the initial energy "(1)0undergoes a transition to the bound state of the mov-ing projetile, where its energy is equal to "(2)0 + v2=2,absorbing the energy di�erene from the eletromag-neti �eld. If the �resonane� onditions are satis�ed,the ollision kinematis for the eletron transfer anbe substantially improved in the same way as for theradiative eletron apture, where only one high-energyphoton with the frequeny ! � v2=2 is spontaneouslyemitted.Analyzing the strong-oupling ase, we enounter adi�ulty related to the fat that the harge exhangeross setions obtained in the prior and post formsbeome drastially di�erent. The integrands in (37)and (40) are stritly equal to eah other only for n = 0and approximately equal for low jnj. As jnj inreases,the di�erene between the integrands in (37) and (40)inreases. This di�erene beomes espeially largewhen the �resonane� onditions are satis�ed. The lat-ter ase is of a partiular interest, however, and the restof this setion is mainly devoted to the analysis of the�resonane� ase.In the integrand in (37) (exluding the delta-funtion), the ratio between the peaks at q � �v andq � 0 is proportional to v4, whih means that thepeak at q � 0 is negligible ompared to the one atq � �v. This results in the onlusion that in aor-dane with (37), the eletron apture is favored if itis aompanied by the emission of a large number ofphotons.On the other hand, in the integrand in (40) (exlu-ding the delta-funtion) the ratio of the peak at q � �vto that at q � 0 is proportional to v�4, and the peakat q � �v is therefore negligible ompared to the oneat q � 0. This means that in aordane with (40), theeletron apture is favored if it is aompanied by theabsorption of a large number of photons.As a �rst example, we now onsider the aptureross setions for thep+H(1s)! H(1s) + p874



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001 Indued eletron apture : : :ollisions assisted by the eletromagneti �eld withF0 = 2:15 �10�2 a.u. and ! = 0:117 eV = 4:3 �10�3 a.u.at the ollision veloity v = 10 a.u. In this exampleand in all other examples, we assume that F0 is par-allel (or antiparallel) to v. Further, we take all thereported values of the ross setions to be multipliedby the fator 0:3 that is known to bring the OBK1ross setions to a reasonable agreement with experi-mental data at intermediately high ollision veloities.At the ollision veloity v = 10 a.u., the ross se-tion for the nonradiative apture in eletromagneti�eld-free ollisions alulated in the OBK1 approxima-tion (and multiplied by 0:3) is equal to �OBK1 = 1:14b. Using the prior form of the ross setions, we ob-tain �(0) = 6:2 � 10�5 b, P1000n=1 �(n)prior = 6:4 � 10�2 b,P10000n=1 �(n)prior = 38:24 b, and P12000n=1 �(n)prior = 367:3 bfor the ollisions assisted by the eletromagneti �eld.Adding the higher-n terms does not notieably hangethe prior ross setion2). In aordane with the priorform, the main ontribution omes from the terms with10000 < n < 12000 and the ontribution from negativen is negligible. Using the post form of the ross se-tions, we have�0 = 6:2 � 10�5 b; �10000Xn=�1 �(n)post = 38:24 b;�12000Xn=�1 �(n)post = 367:3 bfor the same ollisions. In aordane with the postform, the main ontribution is given by the terms with�12000 < n < �10000 and positive n ontribute neg-ligibly. Although the prior and the post forms yieldthe same transfer ross setions for symmetrial olli-sions, the physis that they desribe is totally di�er-ent. The prior form stresses the eletron transfer dueto emission (the indued multiphoton bremsstrahlung)and the post form supports the transfer proess due toabsorption (the multiphoton ionization).As further examples, we onsider thep+He+ ! H+He2+and He2+ +H! He+ + p2) Although the numbers of the emitted or absorbed pho-tons are very large, simple estimates show that they are stillmuh smaller than the huge number of photons available inthe �oherene� volume V � �3 = (2�=!)3 of the �eld withF0 = 2:15 � 10�2 a.u. and ! = 4:3 � 10�3 a.u. Therefore, theassumption that the �eld is an inexhaustible soure and sink ofphotons, whih has been used in deriving (33), is not violated.

ollisions at v = 10 a.u. assisted by the eletromagneti�eld with the same parameters as in the �rst example.For the �eld-free ollisions, one has �OBK1 = 27:5 b forboth olliding systems. For the �eld-assisted ollisions,in aordane with the prior form, we obtain the respe-tive ross setion �prior = 304 b and �prior = 9280 bfor the p�He+ and He2+�H ollisions. In both rea-tions, in the prior form, the terms with negative n (ab-sorption) ontribute negligibly. In aordane with thepost form, we have �post = 9280 b and �post = 304 bfor the p � He+ and He2+ � H ollisions, respetively,and we �nd that the terms with positive n (emission)have a negligible impat on the ross setion. Ana-lyzing Eqs. (37) and (40), we onlude that the aboveorrespondene between the prior and the post rosssetions is a partiular ase of the relation�post(Z1; Z2) = �prior(Z2; Z1) (51)that holds for the apture ross setions obtained in theprior and post forms.Comparing the apture ross setions in the abovethree examples, we see that�prior / Z�2 (52)with � � 5, while the dependene of the ross setionon Z1 is relatively weak. On the other hand,�post / Z�1 (53)with � � 5 and the dependene of the ross setionon Z2 is relatively weak. Our alulations for other�target�projetile� pairs show similar dependenes onZ1 and Z2. It is worthwhile to note that the depen-dene / Z51 on the harge of the target nuleus is asignature of the photoe�et (see, e.g., [6℄), while thedependene / Z52 on the harge of the projetile is asignature of two losely related proesses: the radiativereombination and the radiative eletron apture [2℄.In a rigorous theory, evidently, there must be nodisrepany between ross setions alulated in theprior and post forms. It is also lear that the large dis-repany between the prior and post forms in our aseoriginates from the fat that the dressed states (33)and (34) do not exatly represent the system �ele-tron in the �eld of a nuleus + �eld�3). One way todeal with the di�ulty is to try to remove the prior�post disrepany by implementing exat solutions for3) The problem of the post�prior disrepany is also known inthe theory of the �eld-free eletron transfer based on the eikonalapproximation, where additional physial arguments are nees-sary in order to deide whih form is more suitable (see, e.g., [1℄and referenes therein).875



A. B. Voitkiv, N. Grün ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001the dressed states, whih would yield idential resultsin both forms. However, this is very di�ult to ahieveand in addition, one an then enounter the problemrelated to the overomplete representation of the ele-tron Hilbert spae by two omplete sets of states en-tered on the target and on the projetile. We hooseanother way instead. In what follows, we argue thatone an still obtain physially reasonable results withthe approximate dressed states (33) and (34) keepingin mind that with these states, the prior and post formsof the transition amplitude desribe the eletron trans-fer due to di�erent physial proesses. To analyze this,we �rst onsider a ollision-free system onsisting ofan atom that is initially in the ground state and a low-frequeny relatively weak eletromagneti �eld. We areinterested in the ionization probability due to the inter-ation with the �eld and in partiular, in the probabil-ity to �nally �nd the eletron in high-energy ontinuumstates f'(1)p g. For a high-energy ontinuum state, wean neglet its distortion due to the interation withthe target nuleus and write the state in the preseneof the eletromagneti �eld as (1)p / exp(ip � r)Xn Jn�F0 � p!2 � jN + ni: (54)For the amplitude for transitions from the ground state'(1)0 to the high-energy state, we then haveaionp;n / Jn�F0 � p!2 � heip�rjV1j'(1)0 i �� Æ�p22 � n! � "(1)0 � : (55)For high jpj, the magnitude jaionp;nj is very small. Still,in aordane with (55) and with the properties of theBessel funtions, we an expet the ontinuum statesto be populated with a small but nonzero probabilityfor all jpj up top2max2 � nmax! � F0pmax!2 !;i.e., up to pmax � 2F0! :We now assume that the atom ollides with a pro-jetile having the veloity �v. Beause the groundstate of the projetile an be represented by the on-tinuum states of the target and the momentum of theionized eletron mathes the momenta of the eletronbound in the moving projetile, we see that if pmax & v,

the atomi eletron an �nally be aptured by the pro-jetile as the result of ionization. It is now not di�ultto see that using states (33) and (34) (or their oun-terparts in the rest frame of the target or in any otherreferene frame) and applying the post form with theinteration V1 amounts to alulating the ontributionto the eletron transfer that is represented by the partof the target multiphoton ionization4) where the �naleletron states in the ontinuum of the target maththe ground state of the projetile. For v � Z2, thehigh-energy ontinuum states with p � �v an easily�over� the ground state of any light projetile, inde-pendently of Z2. Therefore, in applying the post form,we see that the apture ross setion is almost indepen-dent of Z2.A similar analysis an also be done for the ontribu-tion to the harge transfer desribed by the prior formof the transition amplitude. We onsider a system on-sisting of a nuleus at rest (representing the projetilein its rest frame) and an inoming free eletron movingin the presene of the eletromagneti �eld. The initialstate of the eletron with the momentum q is given byan expression similar to (54), (2)q / exp(iq � r)Xn Jn�F0 � q!2 � jN + ni: (56)As the result of the ollision with the nuleus, theeletron an emit photons (the indued multiphotonbremsstrahlung) and undergo a transition to anotherstate. One of the possible �nal states of the eletronan be the ground state of the projetile, '(2)0 . Theamplitude of this transition is given byabrq;n / Jn�F0 � q!2 � h'(2)0 jV2jeiq�ri �� Æ�q22 � n! � "(2)0 � : (57)We now note that the state of the eletron initiallybound in the target moving with the veloity v in therest frame of the projetile an be represented by a su-perposition of states given by Eq. (56). Taking thatinto aount and omparing Eq. (57) with the transi-tion amplitude in the prior form, Eqs. (35) and (36),we arrive at the following onlusion. Using states (33)and (34) (or their ounterparts in any other refereneframe) and applying the prior form with the interation4) In the ase under onsideration, F0=! � 1. We note thatthe ionization of an atom by a lassial eletromagneti �eld withF0=! � 1 an be viewed as a tunneling e�et [14℄.876



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001 Indued eletron apture : : :V2 amounts to alulating the ontribution to the ele-tron transfer that is due to that part of the induedmultiphoton bremsstrahlung of the eletron, initiallybound in the ground state of the target, where the �-nal eletron state is the ground state of the projetile.The radiative eletron apture that proeeds witha spontaneous emission of one high-energy photon isknown to be weakly dependent on the harge of thetarget, Z1, provided Z1 � v, where v is the ollisionveloity [2℄. Aording to our alulations, a similar si-tuation is enountered in the ase under onsiderationwhere the eletron apture proeeds with the induedemission of a large amount of low-frequeny photons.Summarizing the above analysis, we an make thefollowing important onlusions. First, for the �eld-as-sisted eletron apture in the strong-oupling ase, onean still use the approximate state vetors given byEqs. (33) and (34) in order to desribe the apture.Seond, using these approximate states, one must keepin mind that the prior and post forms of the aptureross setions are drastially di�erent in general. Third,this di�erene is related to the fat that in the adoptedapproximation for the dressed eletron states, the priorand post forms desribe the eletron transfer due to dif-ferent physial proesses: the multiphoton ionizationand the indued multiphoton bremsstrahlung. Fourth,the total ross setion for the eletron apture in thease of a strong oupling with the eletromagneti �eldan be evaluated as the sum of ross setions or-responding to di�erent physial proesses mentionedabove,�tot =Xn<0�(n)post + �0 +Xn>0�(n)prior ��Xn<0�(n)post +Xn>0�(n)prior; (58)where �(n)prior and �(n)post are given by Eqs. (37) and (40),respetively, and desribe the eletron transfer due tothe indued bremsstrahlung and photoionization, and�0 = �(0)prior = �(0)post = J20 � jF0 � vj!2 ��OBK1is negligible.We have already mentioned that the problem of alarge prior�post disrepany is also known in eikonalalulations for the �eld-free eletron apture, whereadditional physial arguments must be used in order todeide whih form should be applied. The same prob-lem is enountered in �rst-order alulations for theeletron apture in �eld-free ollisions with multiele-

tron targets. In the latter ase, however, it is very dif-�ult to deide whih form should be given prefereneand sometimes one introdues the average transitionamplitude aif = 0:5(apriorif + apostif )(see, e.g., [15℄). This is di�erent from the situation withthe �eld-assisted ollisions in the strong-oupling ase,where one an argue that the post and the prior formsorrespond to di�erent eletron transfer hannels thatdo not interfere and that the apture ross setion mustbe evaluated in aordane with Eq. (58). One an addthat beause of the di�erent dependenes �prior / Z52and �post / Z51 , only one of these forms is of prati-al importane for alulations of the eletron apturein asymmetri �eld-assisted ollisions, where the ratioZ2=Z1 onsiderably di�ers from unity.To onlude this disussion, we brie�y ompare ouralulations for the eletron transfer in ollisions as-sisted by an external �eld to the radiative eletronapture (REC) [11℄. In the latter proess, the �res-onane� ondition for the eletron transfer !sp � v2=2is satis�ed due to a spontaneous emission of one high-energy photon and, naturally, the eletron transferwith a photon absorption is not possible beause thereare no photons in the initial state of the free ra-diation �eld. In [11℄, the REC was onsidered asthe ollision-stimulated transitions between one-entereletron states dressed by the interation with the ra-diation �eld. It was found in [11℄ that the prior formof the REC ross setion obtained within the approahthat is obviously very similar to that employed hereyields an exellent agreement with the well establishedresults for the radiative apture ross setion. How-ever, the post form of the theory in [11℄ leads to RECross setions that are smaller by many orders of mag-nitude. The reason is as follows. With the approximateone-enter eletron states dressed by the free radiation�eld as in [11℄, the prior and post forms are �responsi-ble� (similarly to the present approah) for the eletrontransfer due to bremsstrahlung and photoionization, re-spetively. However, the oupling to the free radiation�eld, whih an produe spontaneous bremsstranhlung,annot result in photoionization.3.2.2. Some additional examples of the�eld-assisted harge exhangeIn the remaining part of this setion, we onsiderseveral examples of the eletron exhange in �eld-assisted and �eld-free ollisions. We �rst onsider877



A. B. Voitkiv, N. Grün ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001He2+ +He+(1s)! He+(1s) +He2+at the ollision veloity v = 10 a.u. assisted by theeletromagneti �eld with F0 = 2:15 � 10�2 a.u. and! = 4:3 � 10�3 a.u., i.e., with the same parametersas in the examples onsidered in 3.2.1. We obtain�OBK1 = 0:68 kb and �tot = 17:5 kb in the �eld-freeand �eld-assisted ollisions, respetively (we remind thereader that all the reported values for ross setions aremultiplied by the fator 0:3).In ontrast to the p-H ollisions, where we have�OBK1 = 1:14 b and �tot = 2 � 367 b = 734 b, the �eld-free and �eld-assisted ross setions for the He2+-He+ollisions di�er only by a fator about 26. The di�er-ene in the ross setion enhanement in the p-H andHe2+-He+ ollisions an probably be attributed to thefat that the momentum distribution of the eletronin the He+ ground state is onsiderably broader thanthat in the hydrogen ground state. The broader mo-mentum distribution makes the harge exhange pro-ess less �resonant� and therefore diminishes the e�etof a possible improvement of the kinemati onditionsdue to the interation with the eletromagneti �eld.As further examples, we also onsider the reationsHe2+ +He+(1s)! He+(1s) +He2+;Li3+ + Li2+(1s)! Li2+(1s) + Li3+;He2+ + Li2+(1s)! He+(1s) + Li3+;Li3+ +He+(1s)! Li2+(1s) +He2+assisted by the eletromagneti �eld with F0 = 0:1 a.u.and ! = 0:01 a.u. at the ollision veloity v = 20 a.u.The ross setion for the nonradiative apture in ele-tromagneti �eld-free ollisions alulated in the OBK1approximation is then equal to �OBK1 = 0:29 b for theHe2+-He+ ollisions, �OBK1 = 13 b for the Li3+-Li2+ollisions, and �OBK1 = 1:92 b for the He2+-Li2+ andLi3+-He+ ollisions. In the ollisions assisted by theeletromagneti �eld, one obtains �tot = 182 b for theHe2+-He+ ollisions, �tot = 1164 b for the Li3+-Li2+ollisions, and �tot = 711 b for the He2+-Li2+ andLi3+-He+ ollisions. One sees again that the enhane-ment e�et in the apture ross setions rapidly de-reases with inreasing the width of the momentumdistribution of the eletron in the ground states.

Comparing the He2+-He+ ollisions at v = 10 andv = 20, one an note that the ross setion enhane-ment e�et in �eld-assisted ollisions is muh strongerin the latter ase. This an be attributed to the fatthat the peaks in the momentum distributions of theeletron bound to the target and that bound to the pro-jetile are more separated in the ollisions at v = 20than those at v = 10. Therefore, the kinemati on-ditions for the eletron transfer are more �resonant�at the higher veloity and the improvement of theseonditions due to the emission and absorption of pho-tons results in a stronger e�et. One an note that theratio between the ross setions in the �eld-free andthe �eld-assisted ollisions is nearly the same for thep-H ollisions at v = 10 onsidered in the �rst exampleand the He2+-He+ ollisions at v = 20. In both ases,the ratio between the ollision veloity and the typialwidth of the momentum distribution of the eletron inthe ground state (� Z) is the same.In alulating the �eld-assisted apture, we as-sumed that F0 is parallel (or antiparallel) to v. ForF0 ? v, the total ross setion for the eletron transferin the �eld-assisted ollisions is redued to the OBK1ross setion in aordane with Eqs. (37), (38), (40),and (41). Therefore, omparing the values of the rosssetions obtained in the �eld-free and �eld-assisted ol-lisions, one an onlude that the e�et of a linearlypolarized eletromagneti �eld on the eletron transferan be very sensitive to the angle between F0 and v.This e�et is favored for F0 k v or F0 k �v and isnegligible if F0 ? v.4. CONCLUSIONSThe eletron transfer proess in fast ollisions as-sisted by a relatively weak low-frequeny eletromag-neti �eld an represent an interesting example of ane�etively strong oupling between the eletron and theeletromagneti �eld. A key onsequene of the strongeletron��eld oupling in the harge exhange ollisionsis the emission and absorption of a very large numberof photons that an substantially improve the eletrontransfer kinematis under ertain onditions.The e�et of a low-frequeny eletromagneti �eldon the eletron transfer proess disussed in the presentpaper is losely related to some well studied proesses.We have already disussed the onnetion with themultiphoton ionization and the indued multiphotonbremsstrahlung. In addition, we now note the relationto a partiular ase of the indued bremsstrahlung�free eletron-atom ollisions in a laser �eld. Free878



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 5, 2001 Indued eletron apture : : :eletron-atom ollisions assisted by the eletromagneti�eld were studied in some detail, mainly theoretially(see, e.g., [16℄ for a review). One of the onlusions ofthese studies that is relevant to the topi of the presentpaper is that the external eletromagneti �eld an sub-stantially inrease the magnitude of the sattering rosssetion if there are some quasi-stationary states thatan be resonantly populated during the sattering viathe stimulated emission or absorption of photons.The analysis of the present paper suggests that theapture ross setions an be substantially in�uenedby the eletromagneti �eld. In addition, one an alsoexpet the e�et of the �eld to be re�eted by notie-able hanges in the spetra of high-energy photons thatare spontaneously emitted during the radiative eletronapture in �eld-assisted ollisions.In the examples onsidered in the previous se-tion, very large values of the ratio �tot=�OBK1 werepredited for the apture ross setions in the �eld-assisted ollisions ompared to the �eld-free ones. Ifone ompares the radiative eletron apture to thenonradiative apture, one sees that the orrespondingratio �REC=�NR an also be very large at high veloi-ties.One of the authors (A. B. V.) aknowledges the sup-port from the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft (DFG)and the DFG Leibniz-Programm.
APPENDIXTo derive a suitable form of the nonrelativistiShrödinger equation for the eletron interating with aquantized eletromagneti �eld, we start with the Diraequationi ��t j	i = � � �p̂� eA� j	i+W j	i++ �me2j	i+ !Naj	i; (A.1)where W desribes the Coulomb interation with thenulei and � and � are the Dira matries. Deompos-ing j	i into major and minor omponents denoted by' and � respetively, we rewrite Eq. (A.1) as

�i ��t �W � !Na �me2� j'i == � � �p̂� eA� j�i;�i ��t �W � !Na +me2� j�i == � � �p̂� eA� j'i; (A.2)
where � is the Pauli matrix. A ommon way to derivethe nonrelativisti equation from a relativisti one is toassume that all other energies in the system are muhless than the eletron rest energy me2. In our ase,this assumption does not hold beause, as simple esti-mates easily show, even for a very weak eletromagneti�eld oupying a marosopi volume, its total energyis muh larger than the eletron rest energy. It is lear,however, that the relevant guantity is the amount ofthe eletromagneti energy that an be transferred be-tween the eletromagneti �eld and the eletron, ratherthan the total amount of the �eld energy. Making theansatz j'i = exp(�i(me2 +N!)t)j'1i;j�i = exp(�i(me2 +N!)t)j�1i; (A.3)where N is the initial number of photons in the quan-tum �eld, we remove the irrelevant part of the total�eld energy and obtain�i ��t �W � !(Na �N)� j'1i == � � �p̂� eA� j�1i;�i ��t �W � !(Na �N) + 2me2� j�1i == � � �p̂� eA� j'1i: (A.4)
Assumung that the energy transfer between the ele-tromagneti �eld and the eletron is nonrelativisti,!(Na �N)� me2;we an now approximatej�1i = 12me� � �p̂� eA� j'1i:Inserting this expression into the �rst equation in (A.4)and negleting the spin term, we obtain Shrödingerequation (1) for the major omponent.879
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